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By P . V. V E N K A T A N A R A S I M H A N in T r i v a n d r u m (Kerala , Ind ia ) 
Introduction. The object of this paper is to develop a theory of ideal-extension 
for lattices and semi-lattices. 
The first section contains some basic results about prime ideals in pseudo-
complemented semi-lattices. We prove that in a pseudo-complemented semi-lattice, 
the set-complement of a maximal dual ideal is a minimal prime ideal. This establishes 
the existence of prime ideals in pseudo-complemented semi-lattices. The second 
section deals with ideal-extensions. If A is an ideal of the Boolean algebra N of 
normal elements of a pseudo-complemented semi-lattice S, the extension Ae of A is 
defined to be the least ideal of S containing A. By the extensional envelope of an 
ideal A of 5 we mean the least ideal B of S containing A such that B is the exten-
sion of some ideal of N. We show that the map A -*Ae is an embedding of the set 
of all ideals of N into the set of all ideals of S which preserves meets, pseudo-
complements, prime property and normality. In the concluding section we prove 
that in a pseudo-complemented lattice, proper ideals of the form Ae are precisely 
meets of minimal prime ideals. This result is used to obtain a characterization of 
the extensional envelope of an ideal of a pseudo-complemented lattice. 
The author is thankful to the referee for his various suggestions which helped 
to improve the earlier version of the paper. 
1. Prime ideals and normal ideals. A subset A of a partially ordered set P is 
called an ideal of P if (i) a£A, b^a(b£P)=>b£A and (ii) the lattice-sum of any 
finite number of elements of A, whenever it exists, belongs to A. The concept of dual 
ideal is defined in the dual fashion. Maximal ideal and maximal dual ideal are defined 
as usual. An ideal A of a semi-lattice is said to be prime if ab£A=>aiA or b^A. 
A prime ideal which does not contain any other prime ideal is called a minimal 
prime ideal. 
We need the following two known results for frequent use. 
*) This pape r f o r m e d a par t of the a u t h o r ' s P h . D . thesis (Univers i ty of M a d r a s ) p repared 
u n d e r the guidance of P ro fesso r s V. S. K r i s h n a n and V. K . Ba lachandran . 
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L e m m a I ([8]). Any proper ideal (dual ideal) of a partially ordered set with 
1 (0) is contained in a maximal ideal (dual ideal). 
L e m m a I I ([4]). The normal elements of a pseudo-complemented semi-lattice 
form a Boolean algebra. 
We shall now obtain some basic results about prime ideals in a semi-lattice. 
In the sequel S will denote a pseudo-complemented semi-lattice. The lattice-product 
of two elements a, b of S is denoted by ab and the lattice-sum of a, b, whenever it 
exists, is denoted by a+b. The pseudo-complement of an element x of S is denoted 
by x*. The principal ideal and the principal dual ideal generated by an element 
x of S are denoted by (x] and [x) respectively. Set-inclusion, set-union and set-
intersection are denoted by U and fl respectively. The lattice-products in the 
lattice of all ideals of S1 and in the lattice of all dual ideals of S coincide with the 
corresponding set-intersections. The lattice-sums in these lattices are denoted by V. 
As S is closed for pseudo-complements, so is the lattice of all ideals of S (vide [7, 
Theorem 8]). The pseudo-complement of an ideal A of S is denoted by A*. An ideal A 
of S is said to be normal if A =A**. 
T h e o r e m 1. A dual ideal A of S is maximal if and only if A contains precisely 
one of x, x* for every x in S. 
P r o o f . . First we observe that a proper dual ideal A of S contains at most 
one of x, x*; for x, x*£A=>0 = xx*£A. If A is a maximal dual ideal and /4, then 
y4V[x) = 5'. Hence ax = 0 for some a£A; aSx* and so x*£A. 
Conversely, if A is a dual ideal satisfying the given condition and x$A, then 
x*£A and so 0=xx*£[.x)\/^. Hence = Thus A is maximal. 
C o r o l l a r y . If M is a maximal dual ideal of S, x**£M=^x£M. 
T h e o r e m 2. A subset A of S is a minimal prime ideal if and only if its set-
complement cA is a maximal dual ideal. Consequently, every prime ideal of S contains a 
minimal prime ideal. 
P r o o f . Suppose cA is a maximal dual ideal. Then, clearly, x^A, y^x=^y£A. 
Let xlt x2, ..., x„6A. Then, by Theorem 1, x*, x2, ..., x*£cA and so x*'x%...x*£cA. 
If + + +xn exists, then x1 + x2+ ... +x„£A; for, otherwise xh+x2+... + x„£cA, 
so that, 0=(x1 + x2 + ...+xn)x*x2...x*£cA, which is absurd. Thus A is an ideal. 
Now JC, y$A=>x, y£cA=>xy£cA=>xy$A. Hence A is prime. Let B be any prime 
ideal contained in A. Then cB is a dual ideal containing cA. By the maximality of 
cA it follows that cA = cB and so A=B. Hence A is a minimal prime ideal. 
Conversely, suppose A is a minimal prime ideal. It is easily seen that cA is a 
proper dual ideal. By Lemma I, there exists a maximal dual ideal M containing cA. 
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Clearly A contains cM and, by the first part, cM is a prime ideal. By the minimality 
of A it follows that A — cM and so cA—M. Thus cA is a maximal dual ideal. 
C o r o l l a r y i . A prime ideal of S is minimal prime if and only if it contains 
precisely one of x, x* for every x in S. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If M is a minimal prime ideal of S, x(iM=>x**(LM. 
T h e o r e m 3. If A is an ideal of S, then A* is the product of all the (minimal) 
prime ideals not containing A. 
P r o o f . It is easily seen that if a prime ideal contains the product of two ideals, 
it contains at least one of them. Hence every (minimal) prime ideal which does not 
contain A contains A*. Let x$A*. Then xy=0 for some y£A. By Lemma I, there 
exists a maximal dual ideal M containing [xy). By Theorem 2, cM is a (minimal) 
prime ideal. Clearly x$cM a n d ' A % c M as y$cM. Hence the theorem. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Every normal ideal of S is the product of all the (minimal) 
prime, ideals containing it. In particular, the product of all the (minimal) prime ideals 
of Sis (0]. -
C o r o l l a r y 2. Every normal ideal of S is minimal prime. 
R e m a r k . Theorem 3 has been proved by BALACHANDRAN [2] for distributive • 
lattices. 
T h e o r e m 4. S is a Boolean algebra if and only if either of the following two 
conditions holds: 
(i) Every principal ideal of S is the product of all the minimal prime ideals con-
taining it. 
(ii) Every principal dual ideal of S is the product of all the maximal dual ideals 
containing it. 
P r o o f . If 5" is a Boolean algebra, then every prime ideal (prime dual ideal) of 
S is minimal prime (maximal) (vide [1, Theorem 10]). Also, in a distributive lattice, 
every ideal (dual ideal) is the product of all the prime ideals (prime dual ideals) con-
taining it. Hence (i) and (ii) hold in S. 
Suppose S is a pseudo-complemented semi-lattice satisfying (i) and ad S. Then, 
by Corollary 2 of Theorem 2, it follows that a=a**. Hence, by Lemma II, S is a 
Boolean algebra. Proceeding on similar lines and using the corollary of Theorem 1 
we can prove that if.(ii) holds in S, then also S is a Boolean algebra. 
2 . Extension of an ideal. In this section we extend some results of KRISHNAN 
[5] on ideal-extension in distributive lattices to semi-lattices. 
Throughout this section N denotes the Boolean algebra of normal elements of 
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5. The lattice-product in TV is the same as that in S and the lattice-sum in ./Vis denoted 
by ©. If X is a subset of S we write XN for ATI N. 
If A is an ideal of N, the least ideal of S containing A is called the extension 
of A and is denoted by Ae. By the extensional envelope of an ideal A of S we mean 
the least idéal B of S containing A such that B is the extension of some ideal of N. 
Lemma 1. Let A be an ideal of N. Then an element a of S is in Ae if and only if 
there exists an element b in A such that a^b. 
P r o o f . Let a£Ae. Then there exist elements b1,b2,...,bn in A such that 
(a]g(6JV(6JV....V(61J. Clearly. (b,]V (bj V... V (b„] Q (bL © 62 © • • • ® b„]. Putting 
6 i©6 2 ®. . . ®b„=b, we see that a^b. 
On the other hand, if a^b for some b£A, then b£Ae and so a£Ae. 
Lemma 2. The extension of an ideal A of N is the least ideal of S meeting 
N in A. 
P r o o f . Let a(i(Ac)N. Then a£Ae and so, by Lemma 1, there exists b£A such 
that aSb. Also aÇ.N. It follows that a£A. Thus (Ae)NQA. The reverse inequality 
is obvious. Hence (Ae)N=A. The fact that Ae is the least such ideal follows by the 
very definition of Ae. 
T h e o r e m 5.. If A is an ideal of N, then a£Ae=>a**£Ae. 
P r o o f . If a£Ae, by Lemma 1, there exists b£A such that a^b. Since b£N, 
b=b**, so that a**sb. Hence a**£A and so a**£Ae. 
T h e o r e m 6. The map A — Ac is an embedding of the set of all ideals of N 
into the set of all ideals of S which preserves meets and pseudo-complements and in both 
directions the prime property and normality. Furthermore every normal ideal of S 
belongs to the range of the map. 
P r o o f . Let {/4f :/€'/} be a family of ideals of N and x£ (Ai)e.. Then, by 
Theorem 5, fl W e - Hence x**<E p ( M e ) * = fl A , (bY Lemma 2) g ( n AX. 
¡a i(f • m 
Therefore x € ( f ) A,)e, so that f) (At)eQ(f| A^e. The reverse inequality is obvious. 
>'£/ i£/ ¡6/ 
Hence ( f ) Aj)e= f) (/4,)e. 
¡et ¡g/ 
Let A be a prime ideal of N and ab£Ae.. Then, by Theorem 5, (ab)**£Ae and so 
(ab)**£(Ae)N; that is a**b**£A. Hence, as A is prime, a**£A or b**£A, so.that, by 
Lemma 1, a£Ae or b£Ae. Thus Ae is prime. 
Let A be a normal ideal of N. Then A= f] for some ideal B of N. (Here 
biB 
.(¿*] denotes the principal ideal of S generated by b*. Clearly (b*]N is the principal 
ideal• of N. generated by b*). By the first para, Ae= f | ((b*]N)e= f | (6*]. Hence 
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If A is an ideal of N such thai Ae is prime (normal), it is easily seen that A is 
prime (normal). 
From the above it follows that the map A—AE preserves meets and in both 
directions the prime property and normality. By Lemma 2, the. map is one-to-one. 
Using Theorem 3, we see. that the map preserves pseudo-complements. 
Let A be a normal ideal of S. Then A= (6*] for some ideal B of S. Also 
(6*]=(@*U, . Hence ¿ = ( n Clearly f | (6*]^ is a normal ideal of N. Thus b£B b£B 
every normal ideal of S belongs to range of the map A -*Ae\ 
The proof of the theorem is now complete. 
3. Ideals in pseudo-complemented lattices. In this section we shall obtain some 
results supplementing those in the previous sections. Throughout this section L 
denotes a pseudo-complemented lattice and N the Boolean algebra of normal ele-
ments of L. For a subset X of L we abbreviate XC\N t,o XN . 
It is easily seen that a subset of a lattice is a prime ideal if and only if its set-
complement is a prime dual ideal (vide [3, p. 141, Theorem 8]). Hence by Theorem 2 
it follows that every maximal dual ideal of L is prime. (This result has been proved 
by STONE [6] for distributive lattices). This result together with Theorem 2 establishes 
the existence of prime ideals and prime dual ideals in a pseudo-complemented 
lattice. 
T h e o r e m 7. A prime ideal A of L is minimal prime if a£A=>a**£A. 
P r o o f . Let x^L. Since A is prime, A contains at least one of x, x*. Suppose 
x£A. Then (A'+X*)** = 1 $ A and so, by hypothesis, + A. Consequently x*$A. 
By Corollary 1 of Theorem 2, it follows that A is minimal prime. 
T h e o r e m 8. The extension of a prime ideal of N is a minimal prime ideal of L. 
P r o o f . Let A be a prime ideal of N. Then, by Theorem 6, Ae is a prime ideal 
of L. By Theorems 5 and 7 it follows that Ae is minimal prime. 
T h e o r e m 9. The following statements about a proper ideal A of L are equivalent: 
(i) A is a product of minimal prime ideals of L. 
(ii) a£A => a**eA. 
(iii) A is the extension of some ideal of N. 
P r o o f . By Corollary 2 of Theorem 2j any minimal prime ideal of L contains 
a** whenever it contains a. Hence so does any product of minimal prime ideals of L. 
Therefore (i)=>(ii). 
(ii)=>(iii): Suppose A satisfies (ii). Then, clearly, AN= {a**: a^A). Let 
a**,b**£AN. Then a** + b**£A and so a**@b**£AN. Also, if c=§a** and c£N, 
then C£AN. Hence AN is an ideal of N. If B is an ideal of L such that BN=AN and 
15 A 
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x£A, then X**£An^B. It follows that x^B. Thus A is the least ideal of L meeting 
N in AN. Hence, by Lemma 2, A = (AN)e. 
(i i i)^(i): Suppose (iii) holds. Since N is a Boolean algebra, every ideal of N 
is a product of prime ideads of N. By Theorems 6 and 8 it follows that A is a product 
Of minimal prime ideals of L. 
C o r o l l a r y . The extensional envelope of an ideal A of L is the product of all 
the minimal prime ideals of L containing A or L according as there exist or do not exist 
minimal prime ideals of L containing A. 
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